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QUESTION 1

In hardware virtualized environment, which answer best describes the drivers that are used in dom0 and the guest to
communicate network I/O requests? 

A. QEMU emulation is used in dom0, and a netfront driver is used in the guest. 

B. A native device driver is used in dom0, and QEMU emulation is used in the guest. 

C. A netfront driver is used in dom0, and a netback driver is used in the guest. 

D. QEMU emulation is used in dom0, and a native device driver is used in the guest. 

E. Native drivers are used in both dom0 and the guest 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three attributes of an existing virtual disk can be changed using Oracle VM Manager? 

A. Virtual Disk N 

B. Virtual Disk Size 

C. Hard Drive Type 

D. QoS Enabled 

E. Priority Class 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which option describes the purpose of the Generic Desktop Provider? 

A. It connects to a pool of virtual machines with a RDP service. 

B. It connects to any virtual or any physical machine with a RDP service. 

C. It connects to any physical machine regardless of operating system. 

D. It connects to any virtual or any physical machine with a VNC service. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/html/E26214_02/generic-desktop-provider.html (Second para) 

 

QUESTION 4

What requirements apply to shared storage on an HA Server Pool? 

A. Each server in the pool must have a connection to the shared storage, using NFS, ISCSI or a SAN Either ext3 or
OCFS2 should be used to format the shared file system. 

B. Each server in the pool must have a connection to the shared storage, using NFS, (SCSI or a SAN. Either gfs or
OCFS2 should be used to format the shared file system. 

C. t least one server in the pool must have a connection to the shared storage, using iSCSI or a SAN. Either ext3 or
OCFS2 should be used to format the shared file system. 

D. Each server in the pool must have a connection to the shared storage, using iSCSI or a SAN. Only OCFS2 should be
used to format the shared file system when using iSCSI or a SAN. 

E. Each server in the pool must have a connection to the shared storage, using NFS, iSCSI or a SAN. Only OCFS2
should be used to format the shared file system when using iSCSI or a SAN. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In which directory should an Oracle VM guest be placed In order to Import It as a virtual machine? 

A. running_pool 

B. publlsh_pool 

C. seed_pool 

D. iso_pool 

E. sharedDisk 

Correct Answer: C 
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